
Please note the following: your answers will be graded only if youhave passed all the three home assignments before the exam!Helsinki University of Tehnology, Laboratory for Theoretial Computer Siene TJT-79.144 Logi in Computer Siene: FoundationsExamination, September 3, 2002Assignment 1 Answer and justify brie�y, but exatly.(a) Does the following hold: She�er's stroke j is de�nable in terms ofPeire's arrow #.(b) Does the following hold: if � and  are di�erent sentenes in proposi-tional logi, then their lausal forms are di�erent, too.() Does the following hold: if � 6j= � and � � �, then � 6j= � (� and �are sets of sentenes).(d) Does the following hold: prediate logi is deidable.Assignment 2 Examine if the given laim holds using semanti tableaux.If not, justify by giving a valuation/struture (a ounter example).(a) j= (:B ! :A)! ((:B ! A)! B)(b) f8x8y(R(x; y)! R(y; x))g j= 8x8y(R(x; y) _R(y; x))() j= 8x(P (x)$ :Q(x))$ :9x(P (x)$ Q(x))Tableau proofs must ontain all intermediary steps !!!Assignment 3 Formalize the following laims in terms of prediate logi:1. If a brik is on another brik, it is not on the table.2. Every brik is on the table or on another brik.3. No brik is on a brik whih is also on some other brik.4. If a brik is on another brik, then the latter brik is on the table.Use resolution to show that the sentene 4 is a logial onsequene of thesentenes 1-3.Assignment 4 A direted graph onsists of a set of nodes onneted bydireted ars. Assume that nodes are represented with onstants fa; b; : : :gwhile ars are represented with a binary prediate A(x; y) = �there is an arleading from the node x to the node y�.(a) De�ne the prediatesC(x; y) = �there is a onnetion from the node x to the node y�and L(x) = �the graph has a loop that goes through the node x�by taking the diretion of ars into aount.(b) Desribe the direted graph below using the prediate A. Show that9x9y(L(x)^A(x; y)^L(y)) is a logial onsequene of your desriptionand the de�nitions of prediates C and L. Use semanti tableaux.�!a b �!  �The name of the ourse, the ourse ode, the date, your name, yourstudent id, and your signature must appear on every sheet of your answers.


